
 

 Several major nerves and arteries run along the humerus 
 Remember to check CMS before and after splinting 

 
The humerus is the bone of the upper arm. Humerus fractures, though less common than fractures of the forearm 
and clavicle, are still commonly encountered on the hill.  
 
Humerus fractures are often caused by forces to 
the upper arm. The patient will complain of 
localized pain, swelling, and possibly sensorimotor 
deficits in the distal limb. This injury can initially 
be difficult to differentiate from elbow, shoulder, 
and clavicular injuries, so exposure and going-to-
skin to determine the exact location of pain is 
important to the type of splint you will apply.  
 
A few unique management considerations must 
be taken due to the anatomy of the region. 
Multiple nerves and arteries (Image 1) run 
alongside this bone. For this reason, assessing 
circulation, motor function, and sensation in the 
distal extremity is vital. 
 
Upper extremity CMS check:  

 Circulation: Palpate radial pulse and assess capillary refill in fingers 
 Motor: Ask patient to give a thumbs up, cross two fingers, touch thumb to pinky, and make an “OK” sign 
 Sensation: Touch the tips of fingers 1, 3, and 5 and ask the patient to judge their sensation 

*This examines all major nerves and vessels. It can be used for any upper extremity injury. 
 

If there is a CMS deficit, apply gentle tension by grasping the distal humerus or elbow and pulling distally. Following 
this maneuver – whether the deficit has resolved or not - splint the extremity and transport to an Emergency 
Department. If there is no CMS deficit, do not apply tension and splint the extremity as is. The last thing you want to 
do is take a CMS intact limb and cause a CMS deficit with unnecessary manipulation. See the OEC textbook for general 
humerus fracture splinting principles (OEC 6th edition, page 478; Skill 20-3.)  
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Image Courtesy of Complete Anatomy 


